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Fiction

That Sarcastic '90s Mando-Pop
K aw i k a G u i l l e r m o

Arthur refused to get a taxi; only yuppies do that. It didn’t seem to matter that taxis in Shanghai were cheaper than bus rides back in Seattle.
He paced down the sizzling concrete letting beads of sweat run down
his arms and leak through his polyester Megadeath shirt. He pushed the
umbrella’ed baby carriage quickly so the breeze would calm Joey, his elevenmonth old son. Ahead of him, his wife Vanessa paused at the pedestrian walkway, waiting for the light to turn, fanning her dark blouse to keep it from
sticking to her skin. At the crosswalk, Arthur’s eyes went to a tall woman who
carried a tiny leashed dog at her side, its body hair shaved, its head hair dressed
like a crème puff. Nice dog, Arthur wanted to tell her, but he had forgotten
the words in Mandarin. It didn’t matter. Like Vanessa, the woman was also
absorbed in a cell phone call.
“Joey,” Arthur called to his son beneath the shaded carriage. “Joey, look.
Doggy. Do-gy.”
The baby’s light brown eyes glanced at the fashion-forward puppy. Rather
than clap his hands, like babies in commercials, Joey leaned back and chewed
on the cloud-patterned blanket. Nearly a year old, the child was already bored
with the new faces in shopping malls and metro stations, and remained unmoved at being six thousand miles away from home. Arthur gripped the carriage and squatted to the boy’s eye level. “Doggy,” Arthur repeated. “Say doggy.”
His son’s eyes moved, not to him or the puppy, but to those hitched chains of
tiny gold lotus flowers strewing down from his mother’s sequined skirt like
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jellyfish tentacles. Arthur reached in his black backpack for a day-old bag of
popcorn chicken, and shook it vigorously.
“Chi, chi,” Vanessa said in-between cell phone calls, Mandarin for eat, eat.
As soon as the light changed she charged across the pedestrian walkway, her
unflappable stroll shuffling relentlessly through Shanghai’s skyscraper canyon.
Arthur hadn’t prepared for how difficult China would be. When they went to
Mexico together for their honeymoon, at least he could read Spanish words
aloud, even if he could not understand them. But reading Chinese characters
seemed as mysterious as reading palms. Banners and state-sponsored advertisements acclaimed Shanghai as an international city, and yet the only local who
seemed to speak English was the hotel concierge.
Arthur booked it to reach Vanessa, the carriage hiccupping on the tiled
sidewalk dipping where the asphalt had worn away. She turned left, away from
the taser-shaped towers of downtown.
Catching up, Arthur groaned and shouted, “Mind telling me where we’re off
to now?” His five-pound Sony camera swung from his neck, holding inside over
a hundred photos of the city’s skyline covered in various levels of pollution. He
raced past groups of other pedestrians to catch up with Vanessa, the carriage
dribbling over the yellow tube-shaped tiles meant to guide the blind. He saw
her draw into a long queue outside of a restaurant doorway made of crisscrossing fake wood. A restaurant! Arthur thought, and the dots came together—
Vanessa’s mother, who they had come to China to meet, was in Nanjing, a
one hour train ride from Shanghai, but her schoolmates worked in Shanghai.
Perhaps he would finally meet them? Would they speak any English, or was
this to be an exchange of pure smiles and nods? That’s why he loved her, he told
himself, she always kept him guessing.
Somehow Vanessa was six people ahead in line, and a man just next to Arthur stood babbling on his cell phone, his feet positioned at a forty-five degree
angle, a perfect slant to slowly cut in front of him.
“Hon!” he shouted at Vanessa. She was already near the counter, her black
chiffon blouse tossing in waves as the restaurant’s overhead air-conditioning
blasted the heat off of her.
“Hon!” he called, wiping sweat from his face.
She pointed Arthur out to the waitress, and waved him over. “They’re already here,” she said pulling the baby carriage from Arthur’s grip. She hoisted it
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up, lifting the plastic cart that held his child above her head, as her stick-figure
body maneuvered through chairs, tray tables and buffet lines.
After detouring through the bathrooms and wine displays, Arthur finally sat
at a banquet table full of Vanessa’s old friends: young urban elite who looked
like advertisement models for whiskey and silver watches. Steam from the boiling pot at the table’s center blanketed their faces, making their rapid Mandarin
seem like the kkssshhh of a fuzzed-out television channel. A woman next to
him welcomed him in English, offering a smile bordered by a ruby red lipstick
that matched her ruby red tulle shirt and ruby red puffed pants. According to
Vanessa, this look was a modern version of the Cheongsam, the body-hugging
one piece made in Shanghai in the 1920s. But Arthur could see only pajamas.
“Baby so cute,” the ruby red woman told him as she took Joey into her lap
without asking.
“Eyes so round!” the woman said, holding the child up into the haze of rollicking steam coming from the pots of boiling soup. “Nose so straight. Skin
white as rice. Blond hair!” she passed the child down to the man next to her, a
muscular man with curvy pomaded hair.
“Ta da zhang zenme gao?” the woman asked Arthur. He smiled at her,
shrugging. She added: “You learn Chinese?”
“I’m American,” he said. “We’re monolingual.”
“Mono…”
“That means we only speak one language.”
“Really? Try coming to Nanjing, where I live. You will learn Chinese fast.”
“Actually, I just remembered a Chinese word. Gou.” He said it with a thick
drawl.
“Gou? It means dog. Tai bang le. That’s what we say to children who do well!
Ni keye xue.”
“Yes.” Arthur looked to Vanessa for an explanation, but his wife had moved
across the table to chat with a woman whose hair stood up in a stale bouffant.
Arthur held his cup up as a stout man poured him tea. Behind the steam of
the hotpot he heard Vanessa laugh with such flamboyance that she seemed to
be mocking someone, and they were all having a riot out of it. How different
she seems, Arthur thought, when she is with her own people. Outgoing, likable, popular. And funny. When was she ever funny around his friends? Arthur
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watched her, scratching at a newly formed rash near his waist. Two days ago
pimples had formed among his sweat, and now the pimples had turned to
rashes.
“Arty!” Vanessa called to him. “They want to see your comics. Hurry up. Kuai
le!”
That was Arthur’s cue to take out his portfolio of comic book drawings:
laminated monographs he brought to show Vanessa’s parents that he possessed
some kind of ambition. Vanessa’s friends passed around his drawings of hoodywearing tree creatures, unable to comment in Arthur’s own language. When the
ruby red woman received it she smiled and said “hen you yisi” before standing
to grab a dumpling from across the table. Vanessa shared a mandarin joke with
the woman in red. Perhaps it was about the way Arthur still kept superhero action figures. Or how he never really learned to use chopsticks. Or how losing at
video games made him leave bite marks on his Xbox controllers and fist-shaped
holes in the wall. They laughed at something, their necks arched back, gripping
onto each other’s arms.
“I know something else in Mandarin too,” Arthur said, interrupting them.
“Wo yao zhenzhu naicha.”
“Ah!” the ruby red woman exclaimed as she pulled a long cluster of slim
enoki mushrooms from the hot pot. “You mean that you want milk tea with rice
balls.”
“Yes!” he shouted, barely hearing himself above the laughter across the table.
“I! Really! Love! Milk! Tea!”
“Cute!” the ruby woman said, patting the mushrooms onto Arthur’s plate.
“Xie xie,” he told her, meaning thank you, and followed with a slight bow.
He heard Joey laugh from somewhere beneath the steam, and saw the child’s
figure in a group of three others marveling at him. No, wait, that was not Joey.
One of the women had brought her puppy. Also a blonde.
Looking over the English beer menu, Arthur found only Carlsbergs and
Buds. His lips smacked for a stein. Or a warm stout. Or an IPA just out of a
cask. The absence of real beer brought a tinge of fear, that instinctual longing
that comes with low blood sugar. He closed his eyes and listened to a thread
of pleasant singing that wavered toward him from the restaurant speakers. It
stirred into his ears, hooked him onto a melody, made him reminisce on his
'90s middle school years. He thought of Alanis Morissette, Fiona Apple, that
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brazen and honest voice that seemed so rare in the bullet-noises that came in
the 2000s. The old beat was playful but too soft to tap along with. The singer
seemed just slightly ahead of the beat, as if the words had to pierce through the
instruments. But this voice sang in a graceful, colorful Mandarin. The woman’s
words were not pleading or appealing, but sharing, whispering in his ear. He
felt a taste in his mouth, dark, dripping.
“Honey…” he heard a voice say. He realized that Vanessa was trying to feed
him. The steam from the boiling pot crawled over her dress like white ropes as
she held her chopsticks with one hand, her other hand cupping a piece of red
meat to catch the morsels of hot soup dripping off. The ruby red woman next
to him held her mouth to keep from laughing.
“Are you tired?” Vanessa asked him.
“I’m ok,” he said. “Where’s Joey?”
Vanessa said something to her friends in Mandarin. She started laughing
first, and the rest followed. Arthur smiled and scratched his rash.
After dinner Vanessa hailed a cab before Arthur could tell her no. To keep
his mind off the money he was wasting, he kept his eyes on the television
screen embedded into the passenger-side seat, where massage artists hovered
above floral embroidered couches. As Vanessa gave directions to the driver,
Arthur turned off the screen, just in case there was a surcharge for watching
it, and watched Shanghai’s buildings from outside the cab window. Six days
ago, when he first arrived in China, he was enthralled by how the purple lights
from the lotus-skyscraper spilled down into the street, coloring the shopping
walkway, Nanjing Road, with the constant glimpse of an early sunrise. Lotus
flowers, symbols of good luck, of youth, of a readiness that blooms and spores
at the same time, of a beauty that comes from the muck. But now the tower
looked tacky, as uninspired as the swanky haircuts on every Shanghai puppy.
What youthful naiveté, Arthur thought. What chintzy sell-out. What an artless
city of art.
The driver shouted on his cell phone in that impossible to understand language. “Kidneys!” Arthur imagined the driver saying. “Fresh kidneys! I got a
foreigner here with fresh kidneys, any takers? Or how about lean, pollution-free
lungs? Get ’em while they’re hot!”
“You like my friend, huh?” Vanessa said. That familiar tone. “You like looking
at her?”
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“Aw, god, V.”
“You’re too late. She’s going to Nanjing tomorrow. But you have no chance
with her anyway. I’ve known her forever, since middle school. You know what
happens in all-girls schools?”
“What?” Arthur said.
Vanessa looked at him with her dark brown eyes. They rolled away from him.
“It’s only girls. Only girls. Don’t you like to imagine it? You like to think we
need you, don’t you?”
“Only girls, as in, girl on girl?” Arthur asked. “Come on, seriously? You never
said anything like that before.” He kissed her scalp, tasting the Alterna hair
spray that always gave him an allergic reaction, reddening his lips. She picked
up Joey, her long hair bouncing as she burped raspberries onto the child’s stomach.
“How about I just leave you for her?” she said. Joey squealed in laughter.
“Her and I raise Joey together. You would like that, huh? You can go back to
America, land of freedom, and screw other women.”
Arthur gave a surrendered sigh and stared out the window. Vanessa had
made similar suggestions before, especially when she was drinking, her face
red and excited with an indulgent spirit—indulging her anger onto him. She
continued with abandon: “I can do it! We’re not like you guys. Call one ‘gay,’
one ‘straight.’ Giving names. Don’t need names, don’t even talk about it. Just do
it.”
“What does that mean?”
Her long straight figure sprawled out, her legs parting to expose her knees
above the black dress, those tiny gold lotus blossoms clinking against each
other like window chimes. Joey lit up at the sound, reaching his arms out to
grab the blossoms.
“Ni yao ma?” Vanessa cooed at the child. Joey nodded in response. “Tai bang
le!” Vanessa said, with a single clap. She snapped the chains off of her dress and
placed them on the baby’s stomach. “Can you believe it?” she exclaimed. “Joey
understands Chinese!”
Arthur gave a nod of approval. Ni meant “you,” he was fairly sure. And ma
was like a question mark. But the other word, yao, recalled nothing.
In the morning Arthur woke to the sunlight of an empty bed. He spread
his arms out, yawning, excited to be left alone, away from the polluted oven air
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outside. He spent an hour screwing around on the internet, looking up movie
reviews and Reddit posts, and eventually found himself running a search for
Mandarin female singers, hoping to find the Chinese song he had heard at
dinner. After finding far too many, he limited his search to '90s Mando-pop.
Another hour passed as he downloaded Chinese songs and synced them to his
iPod. Only then, when he was plugged in and ready to peruse this new, fascinating genre, did he realize that Vanessa’s clothes and luggage were gone.
It was during Arthur’s twenty-first birthday barhop, just before he fainted at
the strip club from popping too many oxygen capsules, that he decided to get
out of Portland. The next month he moved to Seattle’s Capitol Hill, a district
of rusted urban apartments and group housing that everyone complained was
too upscale. The only place he could afford was in an alley bordering Roy Street,
an energetic avenue where rainbow flags flapped over Catholic churches. Drag
bars like Linda’s and Pal’s, famous for Madonna impersonators, were a mere
block away. He often walked near Julia’s outdoor U-shaped bar, passing the
hand-in-hand gays, never nodding to them but smiling. A year later he walked
the same street holding hands with Vanessa. Without much effort he had become one of those white men holding hands with an Asian woman: the queer
district’s least queer sight.
They had met on OkCupid.com, a site he preferred over other dating sites
such as plentyoffish.com, since he could adjust his preferences accordingly, vetting out any religious women. He was not prejudiced, he had just spent his
teenage years learning to distrust religions, and his new free-thinking self could
never let him carry a relationship with a Bible thumper.
Excluding all religious people left only sex-positive women whose profiles
used a hodgepodge of mysterious acronyms. From BDSM and NSA to obscure aberrations like ABR (adult breastfeeding relationship) and TPE (total
power exchange), which Arthur had to translate through an online kinktionary.
Worse were the dates with these women. The overwrought vocabulary, it turned
out, was more than just an internet convention. The sex-positives talked about
“ggg” experiences and all the things that made them uncomfortable. While one
woman praised the steampunk art scene, another rolled her eyes and claimed
that lavapunk was the new real deal. Scattered throughout such talks were popculture infatuated terms like “swag,” “meme” and “titular.”
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Too many failed dates with sex-positive women left Arthur desperate to try
the other group of non-religious candidates: Asian women. Specifically, new
Chinese immigrants. They were easy to find: “SAFs” was their easy acronym,
Single Asian Females. And Vanessa, an accountant for a logging company, was
his first and only SAF.
She did not seem to waver in choosing him; she showed up to the Broadway
transvestite bar wearing glasses and sweatpants, as if they were already married.
He explained that he was a “level one administrative assistant” (read: data entry) at a small-platform software company. He asked her about music, but she
had never heard of the bands he liked. He mentioned baseball players, but she
knew only the Yankees. He mentioned politics, but she did not even know who
the Vice President was. Even when he called Budweiser “fucking pisswater,” he
had to teach her what “fuck” meant, and that it was common enough to find in
an Offspring song.
“Who?”
“You have to at least know The Offspring,” Arthur said. “You have to know
them, everyone knows them.” He said it quietly. For most Seattleites, The Offspring were, officially, a shitty band.
Vanessa shook her head. “You have their music? Maybe I can try a listen.”
He took her to his undecorated apartment only a block away. They sat on
the stained futon Arthur had found on the sidewalk, listening to his favorite
Offspring song, “Gotta Keep-em Separated.” She did not seem put off by any
of it—perhaps China wasn’t all money and glitz.
“Wowow!” She exclaimed after the song was over. “This is so good! Fuck
yeah!”
Over the next few weeks Arthur fell into a soft, shameless love. Two months
later they were married, and weeks later, on their honeymoon, Vanessa found
she was pregnant.
One week after Joey’s birth, Arthur turned twenty-two.
At the Shanghai hotel’s front desk, Arthur pleaded to a receptionist wearing
blue-rimmed glasses, who spoke a spattering of English.
“No. Mei you,” the receptionist said. “That woman. She is gone now. With
her baby.”
“But she’s coming back,” Arthur said, nodding his head as if to affect her
answer.
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He would have called Vanessa, and gotten this all cleared up, but SIM cards
in China did not work with his locked American phone. Arthur tried to look
up where Nanjing was on the hotel wifi, but google maps was blocked by Chinese government censors. That’s where she would run to. Nanjing, where her
family was, where her old school-mates were, where the woman in ruby red still
lived.
He zipped out of the hotel, dragging along his roller bag bumping along the
tiled sidewalks. At the main road he worked up the bravery to hail a cab.
“Train station!” he shouted at a cab driver through a cracked-open window.
The driver shrugged at him. “Train station!” Arthur repeated until the cab blew
away at the next green light.
Arthur walked on into an alley of hair salons and noodle shops. He retraced
his steps and found himself in a backstreet of Chinese medicine vendors. God
dammit—he had no idea where he was. He walked aimlessly, the afternoon
heat upon him, dragging his jumpy roller-bag, looking for a sign pointing to an
air-conditioned metro station. Asian things were supposed to be small. Bonsai
trees and all that. But the main streets of Shanghai felt larger than American
freeways, large enough to support tanks. After merely two blocks, his shirt was
drenched in sweat, and he could feel the wetness dripping from his nose, chin
and ears. His shirt felt tight and bunched up his stomach. He passed abandoned dogs, some trailing him, some of them limping, their hair in skinned
patches with hanging chewed-off fur.
He found a sign that read “subway” in English and followed it underground,
bumping his roller bag down the stairway until the handle snapped off. He
cursed, freely, since no one would understand him anyway, and lugged the bag
by the bottom, searching the underground hallways for any sign of a subway
train. When he had circled the area twice, he thought that perhaps, for Chinese
people, a “subway” was merely an underground pass.
He collapsed at the corner of another hallway, letting his broken luggage
slowly roll into the tiled wall. He stared at the plane of concrete squares.
Stained white tiles stood in a large family across the ceiling, chipped and broken. On the ground brown and tan tiles decayed from the white gunk that built
up in their cracks like calcified plaque.
“Houchezhan,” Arthur whispered to himself. That was it. Train Station. He
remembered the phrase from the Chinese survival pamphlet he had read on the
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plane. “Hou” meant train, but also meant fire. Trains used to run on coal and
once looked like pits of dragon fire blowing through the mountains. “Che” was
car. “Zhan” was station. “Houchezhan.” Arthur repeated the phrase, not letting
it slip away.
During their first six months of marriage, Arthur had loved Vanessa’s cultural quirks. He loved her collection of unplayed and untuned musical instruments: trombones, guitars, flutes and oboes. He loved the orderliness of their
Fremont apartment, which overlooked Aoki, the city’s most popular sushi restaurant. He loved that his co-workers had to take their shoes off before entering his place. He loved that she could learn enough Spanish in two weeks to
guide him around Puerto Vallarta for their honeymoon. He loved that when
she became pregnant, she told him, “Never mind the money. My dad will send
enough. We will actually be richer now.” He loved that she never once brought
up a green card, and whenever someone else did, she would tell them: “Why
should I want to live in this country?”
Perhaps it was the pregnancy that changed their relationship, or perhaps it
was the post-honeymoon boredom. He blamed it on China’s culture of fear.
Her fear of drugs kept him from ever seeing his meth-using sister in Eugene.
Her fear of disease kept him from his AIDs-positive uncle. As her fears turned
into aggressive insults, his number of female friends began to dwindle until
there remained only one last remaining threat: Stephanie, one of his sister’s old
roommates, a woman too busy with children to incite Vanessa’s competitive
edge.
Perhaps it was life in America that made her change. When they first met
she loved going out to movies at non-profit Seattle theaters, to jazz performances, to Shakespeare in the park. But when their nights out were so stalked
by the fear that his eyes would follow some other woman’s skirt, they stopped
going out entirely. They both seemed fine with that. Joey, especially, did not
seem to mind.
When Vanessa’s father died of lung cancer, and the money stopped coming,
Arthur suggested moving to China, claiming he had always wanted to go there.
Arthur’s parents were even poorer than Arthur, and their house smelled of
cigarettes and “white trash,” as Vanessa put it. So that left Vanessa’s mysterious
family in Nanjing, who Arthur had never expected to actually meet.
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Arthur felt victorious when the taxi dropped him off at the train station.
Like he had beat a level in a video game.
He waddled through the hallways with his knees bent to drag his broken
luggage. The lines at the ticket booths spread across the station in all directions,
merging into a mountain of black hair. Where were the distinctions? Who was
in line, who was in the crowd, and who was just standing around on their cell
phones?
Arthur found something similar to a line, stood in it, and instantly someone
cut in front of him. Then an entire family pushed their way past him like he was
a stray animal. Well, isn’t that different? But the family was not alone—one of
them carried a bright blue flag. A tour group came in a rush of smiles, squeezing him against the wall.
Arthur entered another line and widened his legs to keep people from passing him. Near the middle of the line he used his luggage to create a demarcation. Nearer the front he brushed people aside, treating the queue like a contact
sport. Another man cut, his head seemingly lost in a newspaper. Arthur whispered “go ahead you stupid asshole,” hoping, just a little bit, that the man understood English. Taking advantage of the newspaper, another man shouldered
his way past the man. Despite being a Northwest leftist from perhaps the most
liberal city in the United States, Arthur found himself seriously wondering how
much more orderly and respectful the Chinese would be if everyone carried a
gun.
On the train, vendors ambled up and down the aisles selling ramen, juice
and fermented eggs. As the train drifted to a slow start, an intercom announcement came in a Beijing-accented Mandarin with stressed “r”s and “j”s. Arthur
translated it to the only Mandarin he really knew: “wo xiang zhenzhu nai cha,”
I like tapioca milk tea. He imagined the entire announcement was about this.
“I really like Milk Tea! Do you like Milk Tea too? I like Milk Tea with tapioca. What do you think? Does anyone else like Milk Tea?”
A young Chinese couple sat across from him; the man wore silver glasses
and a crooked smile, while the woman, who held onto his stomach flab, dressed
much like Vanessa on their first date, in thick pajamas and a well-fitting black
T-shirt. The woman’s skin was pale, paler than Arthur’s own white skin.
The train passed dozens of large concrete apartment blocks still under construction, with massive cranes perched upon each tower pecking at concrete
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parking lots. The train blew past coal factories with gigantic haystacks frothing
bubbles of smoke. How did he end up like this, here, in this place, chasing his
wife and child? Were white women too boring for him? When high school
ended, there was little to do but bask lazily about, waiting for a friend to drive
him to one of the McMenamins microbrew movie theaters. All through high
school Arthur worked a ten-hour-a-week service job at the Fred Meyer, suffering an invisible anguish and not knowing why. He lived with two friends from
high school, their apartment burdened with festoons of in-box action figures,
superhero-designed kitchenware and lichen-grown ceilings. He moved to Seattle, ultimately, to do something, to do anything.
Two years after leaving Portland, he returned triumphant, with a gorgeous
exotic woman with a taste for fine wine and sushi. And her figure, in her white
wedding dress, dropped jaws. He joked that he had married to “cash out while
he was high.” Two years in Seattle and he was still a data entry worker and a
part time secretary, still under the title “Level One Administrative Assistant.”
He made almost nothing, was known to nobody, had achieved nothing.
But he had a wife.
In the crowd leaving the exit gate, Arthur thought he saw her—a woman
the same height as Vanessa, with the same wavy black hair. The lithe shadowy
figure held a child in one arm, and the arm of another woman in the other. She
was on her cell phone, and disappeared in the crowd.
“Ni de piao!” the female checker shouted at him as he tried to exit the gate.
Arthur pleaded with her in English as she kept her arm held out toward his
chest. “Ni de piao!” she repeated. He dove under her, then beneath the partition.
Her white gloves clutched his broken roller-bag. He sprinted ahead without it.
The train station did not let out into a large sprawling metropolis, like he
had imagined, but to a lake, greyed out by the haze of pollution settled over the
buildings just like Seattle’s overcast sky. He could not find the woman again,
but let the crowd lift him toward a line for the ferry. A sign in English read that
the boat came once every ten minutes, from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Arthur had no
watch, and no other leads. Fuck it.
The rotor started as soon as he stepped on. At the first stop Arthur flew
through the crowd of people coming aboard, searched about the dock, and
climbed up a small hill path. Arthur looked for her from atop the hill, but
saw only the edges of the island, bordered by small bridges, stone walls and
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temples. Signposted arrows directed him toward the best vantage points for
scenic picture-taking. Near the lights of a temple, the ferry docked near the
city’s ancient stone wall. Its light turned out and remained immobile.
He paced around the island as if to find some clue. His frisson of energy
subsided. He found a bridge leading to the lights of the city on the other side:
the city, where even fewer people spoke English. Getting a taxi would be a
nightmare. Hotels would be just as expensive as back home. The only beer was
fucking pisswater. At least here, on this island, the air was cool, and he was
alone, with the stillness of the lake.
He sat on a bench watching the city’s skyscrapers disappear into the dark
pollution haze. No stars, just a thick blank tapestry. He thought for a moment
that he could hear the people in the city, talking in that jargony language, picking mushrooms from hot pot and wearing Cheongsams like it was still 1920. It
was easy to watch with this lake-sized spot of elbowroom.
After midnight the vending machines provided the only light besides the
city skyline. He rested with his iPod in a bed of grass, listening to the Chinese
pop princesses he had downloaded that morning, that playful music sung in
a sarcastic voice. He imagined Joey speaking Mandarin. Growing up, being
admired by all the cute Chinese girls for his Western eyes and hair, finding
everything so much easier than he would have, were he raised in America. A
youth with no guns, no boredom, just the feeling of being special wherever he
went.
When dawn approached a sallow mist crept onto the lake. It seeped from
the hills and spread languorously upon the iron-colored waters, surrounding
Arthur completely, a cold enfolding. He heard the music of that mysterious
singer from the night before. Her voice whispered to him, cutting just ahead
of the beat. One day, he decided, he would understand whatever it was she was
trying to say.
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